In 2016, Public Citizen drove forward an agenda of a more just and inclusive democracy; a trade policy that benefits people, not multinational corporations; safe workplaces; access for all to affordable medications and safer health care; energy policies that benefit people, not major utilities; access to the courts so people can hold corporations accountable for wrongdoing; and much more. We did so by tapping the energy of activists, building coalitions with local and national organizations, conducting research, arguing consumers’ interests in courts, and petitioning agencies.

One of the year’s highlights was the three-day mobilization we helped organize in April called “Democracy Awakening.” Thousands of people came to Washington, D.C., from throughout the country to rally to get big money out of politics and restore voters’ access to the ballot box.

We continue to build on the energy generated at that event. Other highlights include halting the dangerous Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement; successfully persuading agencies to curb the use of forced arbitration clauses, which shut consumers out of courts; winning major court cases that help ensure consumers can band together to hold corporations accountable for wrongdoing; gaining stronger protections for workers exposed to beryllium and silica; protecting patients and medical professionals from the dangers of powdered gloves; and sending a strong message to pharmaceutical companies that they can’t keep price gouging.

We continue to press our lawsuit against the Federal Election Commission (FEC), contending that the agency was wrong when it failed to investigate Crossroads GPS for not registering as a political committee. We are urging the court to direct the FEC to reconsider.

This annual report highlights milestones of 2016, all united under a common banner of progressivism that maintains ambitious hopes for tomorrow’s possibilities.
Since the U.S. Supreme Court’s disastrous 2010 Citizens United ruling, which gave corporations and the superwealthy the green light to spend unlimited sums in elections, Public Citizen has been fighting to get it overturned. We’ve been part of building a large and diverse movement of people and organizations that have come together to restore our democracy.

In April 2016—following months of organizing and coalition building—more than 5,000 people converged on Washington, D.C., for Democracy Awakening—a historic three-day mass mobilization. Public Citizen was a lead organizer of the effort, which was endorsed by 300 organizations and demanded that every voter have access to the ballot box and that big money be purged from the political system.

Following Donald Trump’s victory in November, it is clear that we are entering an era of unprecedented conflicts of interest and potential for corruption. Public Citizen’s role as a watchdog in the nation’s capital is more essential than ever, and we will be even more relentless and vigilant. Among the things we have done since the election include calling on Trump to sell his business to avoid unprecedented and far-reaching conflicts of interest, releasing research showing the extent of corporate ties of his Cabinet nominees and running an ad during Fox & Friends highlighting Trump’s hypocrisy in appointing wealthy, elite Washington insiders to his team. We’ve been prominent in the media and have helped lead efforts among allies to develop strategies to fight back.

Follow Public Citizen’s work to expose the real Donald Trump at www.citizen.org/trump.

Public Citizen’s 2016 democracy reports include:

- “Disrupting Democracy: How Uber Deploys Corporate Power to Overwhelm and Undermine Local Government” (May): Uber uses its vast wealth to lobby and undermine local governments.
- “Big Business Ballot Bullies: In 2016 State Ballot Initiative Races, Corporate-Backed Groups’ Campaign War Chests Outmatch Their Opposition by an Average of 10-to-1” (September): Corporations spent nearly $140 million in eight state ballot initiative races, crushing the opposition by as much as 24-to-1.
- “Promoting a Transparent and Democratic Presidential Transition” Series: A series of reports outlining good government principles that the new presidential transition team should adopt.
- “Corporation-Backed Ballot Initiative Campaigns Spent More than $335 Million, Won 62% of Races Where One Side Was Mostly Funded by Corporate Interests” (November): Of 37 ballot initiative races in 17 states where at least one side was mostly funded by corporations and business interests, the corporation-backed side was victorious in 23 contests.
- “Corporate Interests Infest Trump Transition at Federal Agencies” (November): Of the 75 landing team members announced by the Trump transition, 70 percent have a corporate affiliation.

“Public Citizen fights the good fight, taking right action with no frills, no boasting – just knowing what has to be done and doing it. Honest, moral, hard working. They keep their eye on the most important thing – the promotion of equal rights, the defense of the individual, with compassion for all.”

– Polly Cherner, Public Citizen member
Pushing for disclosure of dark money in elections

In August, Public Citizen appeared in court for a key hearing in Public Citizen v. Federal Election Commission (FEC). We asked the court to declare that the FEC was wrong when it failed to investigate Karl Rove’s Crossroads GPS for not registering as a political committee, and to direct the FEC to reconsider.
From Wells Fargo’s fake accounts scandal to Volkswagen’s emissions cheating, the onslaught of corporate crime and corruption in 2016 was unremitting.

That’s why Public Citizen stepped up efforts to hold big businesses accountable for wrongdoing and defend public protections. During 2016, Public Citizen fought for greater disclosure of corporate political spending, stronger and more effective regulation of big business and tougher enforcement of Wall Street reforms, and pushed back against industry attacks on the public interest.

After Wells Fargo was caught opening millions of fake accounts, Public Citizen’s policy experts were among the loudest voices calling for a multiagency investigation into the bank’s wrongdoing, a clawback of executive bonuses, prosecution of top bank executives, an end to forced arbitration rip-off clauses that blocked victims from suing and a breakup of the bank. As Public Citizen’s financial policy advocate Bart Naylor argued in a book released in June, megabanks have grown “too big to fail, too big to jail and too big to manage.” Wells Fargo’s widespread fraud was just a case in point.

We need regulatory protections and tougher enforcement to hold big banks and other bad corporate actors accountable, but it’s taking far too much time to write the rules that would do so. Public Citizen released a series of reports this year illustrating the problem of excessive regulatory delay. Contrary to the claims made by big business and Republican politicians, public protections now take more than three years on average to work their way through the federal rulemaking process, and rules finished in the final months of a presidential administration take even longer.

The attacks on regulatory protections were part of a coordinated assault backed by corporate-funded groups like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Public Citizen released a report this year showing that most of the funding for the Chamber comes from just a handful of corporate megadonors, and another report showing how the Chamber uses small business owners as unwitting pawns in its fight to dismantle public protections and rig the rules in favor of big business.

To push back on corporate political power, Public Citizen urged the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission to craft a rule requiring publicly traded companies to disclose their political spending to shareholders. As part of that campaign, Public Citizen pushed Vanguard, the nation’s largest manager of retirement savings, to support political spending disclosure by the companies in which it invests. Public Citizen delivered nearly 60,000 petitions in favor of disclosure from current and prospective Vanguard customers, pressured the company on Twitter and pushed the company in traditional and social media to advocate disclosure.

With corporate crime on the upswing and an incoming administration packed with corporate titans, Public Citizen’s government and financial reform work is going to be more important than ever in 2017.
Exposing the U.S. Chamber of Commerce

While the U.S. Chamber of Commerce may claim to represent the interests of hundreds of thousands of small businesses, two reports from Public Citizen’s U.S. Chamber Watch program prove that it is, in fact, a mouthpiece of huge corporations.

According to the “The Gilded Chamber” report, just 74 entities provide almost 60 percent of the Chamber’s funding, making it apparent that the Chamber is not a voice for the vast majority of American businesses, but instead is a tool for those whose ultimate aim is the corporate capture of our government.

The second report, “The Chamber of Litigation,” proves that of the 1,110 lawsuits in the past 10 years that the Chamber has been involved in, the Chamber’s legal filings supported at least one Fortune 500 company almost 60 percent of the time, but supported a small business only 7 percent of the time.

Debunking myths about “midnight regulations”

In July, Public Citizen issued a study concluding that regulations completed during the transition periods at the end of the past two presidential administrations took more time to be developed than those during other administrations. The report effectively debunked claims that rules finalized near the end of a presidential administration are rushed or sloppily drafted.

While conservative scholars, activists and elected officials like to claim fealty to the idea that “midnight regulations” are “rushed,” “flawed” and the product of “cutting corners,” the report exposed this alarmist rhetoric for what it is: a simple ploy to prevent agencies from promulgating regulations in the final months of an administration.

Combating hidden ads on Instagram

In 2016, Public Citizen pushed for the government to help ensure greater disclosure in digital advertising. In a letter to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Public Citizen exhorted the agency to strengthen oversight and bring enforcement actions to stop the pervasive practice of hidden ads on Instagram, a picture-sharing social media platform.

Instagram ads disguised as endorsements lead consumers to believe that their favorite celebrities are making enthusiastic product endorsements, when in fact, those celebrities were paid and may not even use the touted brand. Public Citizen’s research documented more than 100 examples of posts made by celebrities, athletes and average consumers on Instagram that most likely were paid ads. Public Citizen has continued to call on the FTC to enforce its policy requiring paid ads and endorsements to be identified as such.

Campaigning against ads in national parks

The National Park Service (NPS) proposed a policy to actively seek donations from corporate vendors, liberalize rules on “donor recognition,” drop the current policy that parks must be free of commercialism and lift restrictions on naming rights in parks. Public Citizen opposed the NPS’ plan to sell naming rights and advertising space within America’s parks, because to do so would dishonor and degrade these national treasures now and for future generations.

Working with allies, Public Citizen delivered more than 200,000 signatures opposing the proposed ad policy, with a particular focus on the dangers of permitting alcohol ads in parks. Despite the massive public outcry, on Dec. 28, 2016, NPS Director Jonathan Jarvis finalized the policy, including the permission of partnering with alcohol companies. But NPS did remove a provision from the draft document that would have permitted corporate logos on exhibits and waysides within parks.

MEMBER HIGHLIGHT

“We have long been supporters of the wonderful work done by Public Citizen. There are groups that try hard to do the right thing, but are so marginalized as to have almost no effect; others seem to lose sight of their true goals because they are so intent on gaining or maintaining influence. To our mind, Public Citizen represents the ideal of a group that sticks to its (our) best principles while continuing to be an important public voice in the fight for social justice.

Public Citizen has always fought for things that matter, and while it is most important that each of us participates actively, in our own communities, to whatever extent we can, it is also imperative that we do what we can to support larger and more influential groups, of which Public Citizen is a shining example.”
Standing Up to BigPharma

One of Public Citizen’s hallmarks is standing power; we push for policies that benefit the public until we win. In 2016, persistence paid off. First, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) banned powdered gloves—18 years after we first called for them to be removed from the market. Second, the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) beefed up its protection of workers exposed to silica dust, which Public Citizen had urged for years. (See below.) Similarly, Public Citizen in 2016 continued its 15-year campaign to press OSHA to lower its workplace beryllium limit from an outdated level set in 1971 and achieved victory in January 2017.

Public Citizen’s access to medicines group has long worked with partners in developing countries, to help them improve health policies and save lives at home while defending against Big Pharma bullying out of Washington. This year, our work helped Colombia significantly reduce the price of a lifesaving cancer medicine. We helped Ecuador’s government begin taking competitive bids on medicines for the first time in years. And we narrowed U.S. government opposition, driven by pharma lobbyists, to a lifesaving provision of Indian law, which makes it a little easier for India to continue to supply lifesaving affordable generic medicines to the world.

Another organizational hallmark is standing up to companies that put the profit over public safety. The poster child for corporate greed in 2016 was Mylan, the pharmaceutical giant that became notorious for hiking up the price of EpiPens, which millions of allergy sufferers carry in case of a severe reaction to a bee sting, peanuts or other allergen. After jacking up the price of a pair of EpiPens from $100 to more than $600, Mylan faced swift and unrelenting national outrage.

Public Citizen launched a petition calling for the pharmaceutical company to reverse course, and the organization delivered more than 700,000 signatures to Mylan headquarters outside of Pittsburgh. Public Citizen also released research showing that Mylan’s EpiPen price in the United States was between three and nine times higher than the price in other wealthy countries. Mylan responded to the outrage by offering discounts to customers. Our demands for meaningful change at Mylan continues.

The focus on Mylan was part of Public Citizen’s expanded emphasis on high drug prices, which will continue into 2017. Public Citizen is calling for solutions ranging from a windfall profits tax on Big Pharma to empowering Medicare to negotiate drug prices. Public Citizen used research to advance other public health initiatives in 2016, ranging from limits on medical residents’ work hours to access to health care information.

Win! Powdered gloves banned: In December, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), prompted in part by a 2011 petition from Public Citizen, banned powdered surgical and medical examination gloves from the market because they pose unacceptable dangers to both patients and health care workers, and because safer alternatives exist. Now, health care workers and patients will be spared life-threatening adverse reactions. Public Citizen first petitioned for the ban in 1998.

Win! Workers get stronger silica protections: The U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) made history in March by updating workplace protections to reduce illnesses and deaths related to crystalline silica dust. Public Citizen pushed for years for an updated standard.

Public hospitals end formula marketing: Nearly all of the largest public hospitals in the country have ended infant formula marketing, according to a Public Citizen study released in April.

County jails are ill-equipped to handle mentally ill inmates: A comprehensive national survey of staff in county jails released in July by Public Citizen and the Treatment Advocacy Center revealed that county jails are unequipped to deal with mentally ill inmates. The study described challenges faced by county jail staff, as well as solutions including programs to prevent the mentally ill from entering the criminal justice system in the first place, the provision of adequate mental health treatment for seriously mentally ill inmates in jails, and diversion of these inmates to treatment in the community.

Poll shows patients want limits on work hours for medical residents: A national opinion poll commissioned by Public Citizen and released in September showed that the vast majority of Americans favor restricting the work shifts of medical residents to no more than 16 straight hours without sleep. The poll came as a national accrediting body considered allowing first-year residents to work up to 28 hours straight—for more than the current 16-hour limit.

Study shows the need for greater vigilance of state medical boards: For years, Public Citizen has pushed state medical boards to be more accountable in disciplining dangerous doctors. A groundbreaking study by Public Citizen health researchers underscored the need for continued vigilance. Using data from the National Practitioner Data Bank, Public Citizen researchers discovered that 70 percent of U.S. physicians who had engaged in sexual misconduct that led to malpractice payments or sanctions by hospitals or other health care organizations were not disciplined by state medical boards for their unethical behavior.
Preserving Access to Courts

Consumers rely on a variety of tools to hold corporations accountable for wrongdoing: for example, filing individual lawsuits against a corporation, banding together as a group to sue and writing online criticisms to warn others of bad service or fraudulent behavior. In recent years, corporations have tried to blunt these tools. Public Citizen has fought back, working to preserve consumers’ access to the civil justice system and to preserve their First Amendment right to criticize companies for poor products or service. In 2016, the organization achieved several key victories.

A few of our achievements involve our continuing effort to eliminate “forced arbitration” clauses from consumer contracts. Corporations routinely hide these “rip-off clauses” in the fine print of take-it-or-leave-it contracts to block consumers from suing in court if they are victims of hidden fees, fraud, or other illegal or abusive behavior. Instead, these clauses require consumers to file grievances through corporate-friendly arbitration. In that private system, consumers generally have no right to appeal.

For several years, Public Citizen has led a coalition to persuade the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) to curb the use of arbitration clauses in financial contracts. In April 2016, Public Citizen wrote a letter joined by 163 allies calling on the agency to restrict forced arbitration in consumer contracts. The CFPB responded in May by proposing to prohibit forced arbitration clauses that prevent consumers from participating in class-action lawsuits in court—a crucial step forward. During the rule’s public comment period, Public Citizen and allied groups flooded the agency with more than 100,000 comments from individual consumers backing the proposal. The CFPB is expected to finalize the rule in early 2017, although its fate in a Trump administration remains uncertain.

Students at predatory for-profit colleges also have been victimized by forced arbitration clauses embedded in enrollment paperwork. Many for-profit schools target specific populations of students—particularly people of color, low-income individuals and veterans—using questionable recruitment practices. Many of these schools provide an inferior education with low-quality programs, few support services and abysmal graduation and job placement rates.

In 2016, Public Citizen spearheaded an effort to pressure the U.S. Department of Education to curb the use of forced arbitration clauses by colleges. In February, Public Citizen submitted a citizen petition to the department asking it to bar the use of forced arbitration by colleges that receive federal funding. Public Citizen then submitted extensive comments and suggestions on the department’s subsequent proposed rule. In October, the department finalized a rule prohibiting colleges that participate in the federal Direct Loan program from using forced arbitration clauses in enrollment forms. The new rule is a game-changer for thousands of students who will finally have a realistic opportunity to have their day in court if defrauded by their higher education institution.

Nursing home contracts are a third arena where arbitration clauses have harmed people. Public Citizen and others last year called on the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to prevent nursing homes from taking away the legal rights of their residents through the use of forced arbitration. Such clauses have blocked seniors and their loved ones from accessing the court system when they are victims of severe neglect, abuse, serious injury or death at a facility.

In September 2016, CMS issued a rule that would block the use of forced arbitration in admission contracts, but in November, a federal judge in Mississippi blocked its implementation. Public Citizen will continue to push for it to be fully implemented and enforced. In addition, the U.S. Supreme Court is considering a case involving the use of forced arbitration clauses in powers of attorney signed by family members of patients in nursing homes, and Public Citizen has submitted an amicus curiae brief supporting the lower court’s decision that the arbitration clauses at issue in that case are unenforceable.

Appellate court reverses decision shielding complaints about immigration judges: More than three years after Public Citizen filed a public records lawsuit on behalf of an immigration group seeking information on alleged misconduct by immigration judges, an appellate court reversed a lower court decision ruling against us. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit disagreed with the government’s contention that the privacy interests of immigration judges categorically outweigh the public’s interest in disclosure, particularly when the complaints concern on-the-bench conduct and repeat offender judges. The court sent the case back to the district court with instructions that the government make a more specific showing.

Win! U.S. Supreme Court upholds class-action suit against Tyson Foods: In a victory benefiting thousands of workers, the U.S. Supreme Court in March ruled 6-2 in Tyson Foods Inc. v. Bouaphakeo that Tyson Foods workers were entitled to litigate, as a class, their claims for lost wages due to violations of wage and hour laws. The company had argued that the workers should not have been able to join together in a single lawsuit because each worker’s claimed loss was different. Public Citizen served as co-counsel for the workers in the Supreme Court.

Win! Preserving class actions: In Campbell v. Ewald, the U.S. Supreme Court rejected a corporate push to block the use of class actions for wrongdoing that inflicts small losses on large numbers of people. In this case, consumers sued a company that sent thousands of marketing text messages without their consent. The company offered the named plaintiff $1,503 to settle the case. Although the plaintiff rejected the offer, the company argued that the case should be dismissed because of the offer. In January, the Supreme Court held that a defendant in a class-action lawsuit cannot avoid liability to an entire class by offering to pay damages only to the named plaintiff. Public Citizen served as co-counsel for the plaintiff in the Supreme Court.
Protecting Consumers Against Predatory Energy Corporations

In 2016, Public Citizen challenged big energy corporations in a number of arenas, making significant gains.

In Texas, Public Citizen helped ensure that electricity rates would decrease for all residential Austin customers. When Austin Energy, the city-owned electric utility, went through a process to adjust rates earlier this year, Public Citizen’s Texas office made sure that rate decreases will extend to all residential customers and that Austin Energy develops a financial plan to retire at least one unit of the coal-fired Fayette Power Project by the end of 2022.

The outcome of another initiative bodes well for Illinois energy consumers. In January 2016, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) ruled that the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) rules for the 2016-17 power auction were not just and reasonable. This came after Public Citizen filed a complaint alleging that the auction for 2015-16 violated the Federal Power Act’s requirement that all electric rates be just and reasonable, because Houston-based Dynegy, Inc. had manipulated the capacity auction. A future order will address Public Citizen’s allegations surrounding the 2015-16 auction; Illinois residents could see a refund of tens of millions of dollars.

Because FERC is difficult to navigate, especially for individuals, in March, Public Citizen led a coalition of more than 30 consumer and environmental organizations in petitioning the agency to create and fund an Office of Public Participation. Such an office was authorized by Congress in 1978 but never created. Among the duties of such an office would be to provide financial compensation to public interest intervenors.

Another agency that is tough to navigate for consumers is the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). Public Citizen’s Energy Program director, Tyson Slocum, is a member of the CFTC’s Energy and Environmental Markets Advisory Committee, and watchdogs the agency from that perch.

In February, The New York Times covered his successful efforts to blow the whistle on and stop an effort by the lone Republican commissioner to collude with Wall Street and the oil industry to undermine critical Dodd-Frank consumer protections in energy markets, called position limits. Position limits stop a single or small group of energy traders from controlling too much of a given market, and they are critical to protecting consumers from efforts by speculators to corner a market and drive up prices.

Finally, Public Citizen worked on the state and federal front to stop the state of New York from providing $8 billion in ratepayer-funded payments to three of the state’s old nuclear reactors via tax credits.

The unprecedented bailout would prop up a financially unsustainable industry and divert resources away from investments in renewable energy and energy efficiency. Public Citizen is challenging the bailout at the FERC.

Addressing climate change

Last year was the hottest year on record globally. With climate change continuing to pose an existential threat to the planet, Public Citizen worked on multiple fronts to move the country away from fossil fuels and toward renewable energy.

In Texas, Public Citizen ramped up its campaign to ensure that when the Panama Canal expansion sends more traffic into the Port of Houston, it doesn’t also increase diesel emissions at the port through additional truck and rail traffic. As part of the campaign, Public Citizen released a poll showing that air pollution is a serious problem for Houstonians and they support emissions reductions.

Public Citizen in 2016 continued to promote the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Clean Power Plan, the first-ever federal rule curbing carbon pollution from power plants. In September, Public Citizen filed a brief in support of the EPA with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, which heard an industry challenge to the plan. Because Texas refused to adopt a plan to implement the new federal rules, our Texas office has been hosting meetings with more than a dozen other groups to develop strategies to comply with the Clean Power Plan absent state leadership.

Public Citizen also participated in a coalition demanding the U.S. Department of Justice investigate Exxon’s climate science cover-up, and we led a coalition letter with 30 other groups to Fox News, urging it to use the summer management shakeup as an opportunity to start reporting accurately on climate change.
Throughout 2016, Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch focused relentlessly on educating the public about the dangers of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Ultimately, the United States withdrew from the TPP process. But that’s not all our trade program did in 2016.

**Highlighting dangers of the Investor-State Dispute Settlement system**

We helped to raise concern about Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS), a previously little-known provision in corporate-rigged “trade” deals. This system empowers multinational companies to sue the U.S. government before a panel of three corporate lawyers to obtain unlimited sums of money from taxpayers when a corporation believes U.S. laws or policies violate their special foreign investor privileges.

Public Citizen intensified a public education campaign through social media and a website, ISDscorporateattacks.org. Collaborating with the Columbia Law School’s Center for Sustainable Investment, we organized a letter against ISDS, signed by more than 200 preeminent legal and economics scholars, including President Barack Obama’s Harvard law mentor Lawrence Tribe, former California Supreme Court Justice Cruz Reynoso and Nobel-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz. Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch also created a live web feature that allows people to find the firms in their state and community that could attack domestic public interest policies were pacts like the TPP implemented.

**Laying out a positive trade agenda**

In September, Lori Wallach, director of Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch, worked with Jared Bernstein, former chief economist for Vice President Joe Biden, to publish a booklet laying out progressive “rules of the road” for trade and globalization and write a cover story for *The American Prospect*. Public Citizen has released a short video on this agenda, available at tradewatch.org.

**Monitoring results of past “trade” deals**

In 2016, Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch continued to track the outcomes of past pacts and produced economic and analytical materials for civil society and policymaker allies. Among the key outcomes of this work were regular press releases tracking the failings of the free trade agreements (FTA) with Colombia, Peru, Korea and Panama that helped prove the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) model was a failure that should not be expanded via the TPP. The group also maintained the only complete summary and tracking of all U.S. FTA investor-state cases; and launched new web features providing state-level breakdowns of the outcomes of past agreements on jobs, wages, agriculture and more.

“I support Public Citizen because it is one of the few organizations that focuses on the core principle of democracy: One person, one vote. Campaign finance reform, fair and representative districting, automatic voter registration, and a constitutional amendment to make the presidency based on the total popular vote are all practical steps toward equal representation that Public Citizen supports.”

– Jay McClelland, Public Citizen member
Revenue and Support ACTUAL

- Individual Donations .............. $6,208,275
- Publications and Subscriptions .. $1,513,003
- Grants ........................................ $3,611,841
- Program Income ....................... $196,903
- Other ........................................ ($114,342)
- Income from Investments ........... $654,224
Total Revenue and Support .......... $12,069,904

Expenses ACTUAL

- Programs.................................... $8,309,021
  - Public Information and Education $1,665,882
  - Health Research Group ............ $924,721
  - Litigation Group .................... $1,137,150
  - Congress Watch ..................... $900,635
  - Access to Medicines ............... $333,817
  - Global Trade Watch ................. $885,399
  - Energy Program ...................... $265,586
  - Publications ........................... $1,527,329
  - PC Texas .................................. $668,502
- Support Services ......................
- General and Administrative ...... $1,006,474
- Development......................... $767,125
Total Expenses ............................ $10,082,620
Change in Net Assets* ............... $1,987,284
Ending net assets ..................... $10,581,295

** In accordance with Statement of Financial Standards No. 116, Accounting for Contributions Received and Contributions Made, Public Citizen is required to record all grants and contributions in the current fiscal year even if the monies have not been received or related expenses have not been expended. As of September 30, 2016, Public Citizen had temporarily restricted net assets of $2,781,514 which represent restricted grants and contributions whose donor-stipulated time or purpose restriction has not been accomplished. Several of the net assets included in this amount are intended to be expended over several subsequent years.
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